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Description
It has been reported that access to the memory edit menu is limited.
Besides right-clicking fpr context menu on a channel, is there a way to
access the channel edit menu, i.e., by keyboard shortcut or other
combination if user doesnt have right-click mouse setup (I think most
mac users dont).

Associated revisions
Revision 2361:0309670ab1b6 - 01/31/2015 08:27 pm - K. Arvanitis
[PATCH] Updated Memory Edit View #1
This patch helps addres a concern some individuals were having
accessing the memory property page which contains some "extra"
memory settings which are not editable on the main treeview.
This change modified the memory editor taskbar to include a button
which connects to the memory property page as well as adding a properties
menu item to the vie menu and memory editor context menu.
Access to the memory property page should now be slightly improved and
more accessible to those people whom are not used to functioning with
a 2-button mouse button.
Feature #2273

Revision 2362:8bd73eab1f23 - 01/31/2015 08:27 pm - K. Arvanitis
[PATCH] Updated Memory Edit View #2
This patch adds "Select All" functionality to the memory editor via the
app 'edit' menu and the memory editor context menu.
Feature #2273

History
#1 - 01/31/2015 12:40 am - Kosta A.
- File 2015-01-31_00-19-59_r2353 .diff added

Adding a patch which may help address this issue.
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#2 - 01/31/2015 12:41 am - Kosta A.
- Assignee set to Kosta A.
#3 - 02/09/2015 01:13 am - Kosta A.
- % Done changed from 0 to 70
#4 - 03/02/2015 09:35 pm - Kosta A.
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 70 to 100

r2361

#5 - 03/02/2015 09:35 pm - Kosta A.
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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